
dent of the local Chamber of Commerce. “If that happens, Las Vegas is proposing a $2 billion such project, bringing
in water from as far away as 250 miles. The USA Today articlewe will be in big trouble.” The utility company that serves

Wrightwood plans to ask the California Public Utilities Com- listed five other such projects: in El Paso, Reno, Salt Lake
City, Colorado Springs, and St. George, Utah. None of thesemission for permission to adopt a mandatory water conserva-

tion program that would penalize residents who exceed their areas could sustain even their current populations without the
Federal projects that years ago created Glen Canyon Damrations.

Others, like the state of New Mexico, have put consider- and others.
Yet none of these local, water-grab projects has actuallyable power in the hands of one person to make binding deci-

sions on water allocations. Last year the state legislature gave been started. Las Vegas’s would take a decade to build. But
local officials know full well that they can’t count on thethe state engineer the power to make those decisions before

legal battles conclude their meandering through the courts. current Federal government. Just to underscore the point, In-
terior Secretary Gale Norton said in Denver recently that the“The adjudication process is slow, the need for water adminis-

tration is urgent, compliance with the interstate compacts is Federal government has no role in handling water supplies.
The ideological basis for that insanity comes from theimperative, and the state engineer has the authority to admin-

ister—in accordance with water right priorities recorded with likes of the international financiers’ Ludwig von Mises Insti-
tute, a proponent of piratizing everything that might provideor declared or otherwise available to the state engineer,” the

law states. cash flows. On its website, Von Mises adjunct scholar Wil-
liam L. Anderson wrote recently, “The solution is not for theState engineer John D’Antonio began a recent Albuquer-

que Journal commentary by saying, “New Mexico is experi- government to further assert itself, but rather to end the water
socialism that it has imposed.”encing a drought, which is part of a natural cycle that will

continue to occur in our state.” D’Antonio tried to assure
people that, “My objective is not to threaten rights to the use
of water.” But he then went on to say, “Part of the regulatory
scheme I have proposed are provisions that allow for expe- When Will Maastricht
dited transfers and replacement plans. These, in my view,
are necessary components if there is to be workable priority Rules Be Abandoned?
administration.”

by Rainer ApelNAWAPA Strategy Now Urgent
Piecemeal “expedited transfers”—the supposed alterna-

The European Union’s austerity-oriented budget-balancingtive to comprehensive development of the continent’s actu-
ally abundant water supplies—are about the most creative rules which were put in place by the Maastricht Treaty, are

coming under increasing attack by the very nations whichplans on the table. No reference is made, among state and
local governments, to the feasible plans that have been on originally approved them.

In November 2003, the European Union (EU) Commis-the books since the 1960s, for economical, nuclear-powered
water desalination and diversion of abundant fresh water that sion prepared the final steps for launching a “sanctions” pro-

cedure against France and Germany, for continued violationnow flows into the Arctic and Pacific Oceans from Alaskan
and Western Canadian rivers. These plans—known decades of the Maastricht Stability Pact rule which dictates that annual

budget deficits can not exceed 3% of GDP. But the Frenchago as the North American Water and Power Alliance (NA-
WAPA)—would allow all the nations of the continent to sur- and German governments, which then had deficits close to

4% of GDP, pushed through a vote of the majority of the EUvive. Does John Kerry need better reason for his “cooperation
with our allies”? finance ministers (Ecofin) on Nov. 25, 2003, suspending the

Commission’s attempt to impose sanctions. This promptedInstead, burgeoning metropolitan areas in the West are
trying to find water wherever their lawyers can grab it. Most the EU Commission to take Ecofin to the Court of Justice of

the European Communities in Luxembourg.of the schemes involve super-deep wells in far-off rural areas,
and hundreds of miles of pipelines, the means of water transfer After studying the case for several months, the court ruled

on July 13 that the Commission should not have been over-least offensive to environmentalists. Ignoring what’s been
on the books for decades, USA Today on July 31 asserted, ruled by the finance ministers, whose Nov. 25 vote was

against existing European Union law. Having stated that,“Generations from now, water for new homes, schools, and
industry might come from other sources, even from new tech- however, the court did not make any specific recommenda-

tions, adding that there was no such thing as “automatic sanc-nologies such as de-salting seawater. But until then, often
contentious plans for ‘water farms’ and pipelines are the im- tions.” Then the Court stated that there was no substitute for

the consultative mechanisms arranged under existing law.mediate route to more drinking water.”
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This court ruling leaves ample room for interpretation,
and, significantly, leading mouthpieces of the financial oli-
garchy are deeply disappointed, because they had hoped the
Court would decide for a clear repudiation of the finance
ministers. This was expressed by numerous neo-liberal econ-
omists, exemplified especially in a full-page article in the
July 10 Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung written by Jürgen
B. Donges, leading member of the German Government’s
Deregulation Commission (1988-1991) and the absurdly-
named “Lean State” Commission (1995-1997). Donges, who
had anticipated the soft court ruling, warned against the
growing undermining of the Stability Pact by EU govern-
ments, who argued in favor of budgetary “exceptions”:
France, in favor of military expenditures; Italy, in favor
of public infrastructure funding (the Tremonti Plan); and
Germany, in favor of education expenditures. Donges added
a warning: the planned EU Charter with its downgrading of
the European Central Bank (ECB) into only one among
numerous other EU bodies, would play into the hands of
Stability Pact violators.

Pressure Against Maastricht Increasing
For example, French President Jacques Chirac used his

annual July 14 television interview to attack the Stability Pact
harshly, for its “too brutal” deficit criteria. He also attacked
the ECB, charging it had an “obsession” with price stability,

French President Jacques Chirac (left) with European
and demanded a “new mission” for the ECB. In addition, Commission President Romano Prodi. Chirac attacked the EU
Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi urged “modifica- Stability Pact as “too brutal,” but neither he nor any other top

European leader has called into question the axioms of the Pact
itself.

tions” of the Pact, as did EU Commissioner for Finances
Joaquı́n Almunia. But, none of them has called the Pact itself
into question.

This were, however, the first real step towards improving an approach were presented in the 1993 “Delors Plan” and the
2003 “Tremonti Plan,” which echoed the 1990 “Productivethe economic and fiscal situation in the European Union, and

it were a step long overdue. Apart from what this or that Triangle” Plan of Lyndon LaRouche. Since then, LaRouche’s
monetary-economic design has been expanded; in 1996, theestablishment economist thinks about it: In the real world, the

Court’s July 13 ruling demonstrates a simple, but fundamen- “Eurasian Land-Bridge” Plan appeared, and in 1997, the
“New Bretton Woods” proposal.tal point: The Maastricht Stability Pact is a cancer in the

European Union, suffocating real economic growth and pro- After the Court’s ruling, the first prominent initiative in
the direction of a new monetary-economic design came fromductive employment. Urgently needed public investments in

Europe’s infrastructure and advanced technologies are being Italian politics. Paolo Cirino Pomicino, former bigwig of Ital-
ian politics in the 1980s (for many years head of the Parlia-blocked. Lack of growth, and high unemployment, are push-

ing down tax revenues and draining state budgets. The Maas- ment Budget Committee and also Budget minister, and
elected to the European Parliament on June 13), stated totricht Stability Pact needs no re-interpretation or modifica-

tion; it simply must be dumped. For legitimate concerns over journalists on July 20 that he wants “to work towards the idea
of a world monetary snake” (a snake being a system whereinflation dangers, there exists one simple answer: real eco-

nomic growth and productive investment. currencies can oscillate within a determined band). The move
by Pomicino is all the more important, since he was a promi-The only reasonable approach to the problem would be

the Pact’s, and the ECB’s, abolition of the old monetary- nent victim of the Clean Hands inquisition of the 1990s, and
is presently making a comeback as member of the UDEUReconomic arrangement, to be replaced by a new monetary-

economic arrangement in the European Union, providing opposition party. And the on-line daily newspaper of that
party, Il Campanile Nuovo, has regularly hosted articles bylow-interest, long-term productive credit for European-wide

and Eurasian infrastructure and industry development, thus LaRouche’s representative Paolo Raimondi, on the New Bret-
ton Woods and other issues.facilitating rapid economic recovery. Aproximations of such
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